
Casino Aggregation

Discover the future! 
One integration whole content.



SYNOT Interactive dedication to staying ahead of industry trends has 
positioned us as a frontrunner in iGaming, offering fresh and immersive 

experiences that redefine the gaming landscape.

Casino Aggregation

Explore an extensive array of games from 
top-tier providers, ranging from the latest 
slots to live casino table and card games 
and beyond. Our platform empowers 
clients to curate a diverse online casino 
experience for their players. 

Notably, most games are accessible 
across all platforms — desktop, mobile, 
tablet — and come with multilingual 
support. Furthermore, our Lobby manage-
ment feature allows you to showcase 
games on your site, create custom catego-
ries, review reports on popular and 
profitable games, and seamlessly add new 
games to your casino with just a few 
clicks.

SYNOT Interactive, recognized as a software provider with more than 17 years of 
experience. The company focuses on delivering a modular and API-driven product 
suite and offers a diverse range of services, including casino content aggregator 
and platform´s integration. 

.  Complete tailored solution for your casino

.  The solution to open your own online and mobile casino

.  Portfolio of 6 500+ games from 60+ game providers

.  Possibility of smooth 3rd party wallet integration

.  Flexible delivery meeting the requirements and needs of operators

.  Casino Tournaments, Bonus, Loyalty, Free games and Jackpot across all or selected  
      game providers and game titles

.  Back office app for full control and various options over the casino

.  Integration API suite for custom solution

Entice players with the 
timeless allure of the jackpot! 

Our platform empowers 
operators with unparalleled 
configurability, providing a 

range of options for 
contributions and prize setups. 

Tailor the user interface to 
seamlessly align with your 

casino brand.

JACKPOT
Establish an exclusive competitive 

environment that fuels players' 
desire not only to win the game 

but to outshine their rivals. 
Real-time tournaments featuring 

leaderboards and diverse win 
requirements significantly elevate 
player engagement. Operators can 

effortlessly configure all 
tournament parameters within 

minutes. 

TOURNAMENTS
Elevate your players' sessions and 

ensure prolonged engagement. 
Enhance your retention options 
with our bonus system, offering 

effortless configuration of a diverse 
array of casino bonuses within 
minutes. Choose the perfect 

reward for your players and delight 
them with multiple options: Free 
Spins, Cashback, Deposit Bonus, 

Win Boost, and more. 

BONUS SYSTEM

For additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us here:
info@synotinteractive.com



info@synotinteractive.com   I   +420 511 187 880   I   www.synotinteractive.com
Škrobárenská 502/1,  617 00 Brno,  Czech Republic
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